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location: 
metro city. resident hero: 

megamind

resident sidekick: 
minion

together, megamind and minion 
diligently fight crime wherever 

it rears its ugly head... 

...and not to mention, they help 
keep the citizens of metro city 

out of harm’s way.   



the next day. looks like we 
have a full day's 

worth of work ahead 
of us, sir. actually, 
there's two week's 
worth, but there's 
only so much we 

can do.   

it’s a 
shame that 

there’s only one 
of me, minion. if 
only \ could be 
everywhere at 

once. 

the world 
would be a 
better place 
with a little 

more megamind 
in it, sir.

maybe 
\ CAN be 

in more than 
one place at 
once...so to 

speak.

\ thought 
we agreed 

that cloning 
was a bad 

idea.    

not cloning…
upgrading!

you’re 
going to upgrade 

yourself to become 
a lean, mean, 

super-cybernetic 
crime-fighting 

machine?



not me, 
minion. don't 
be silly. you 

know full well 
that you can’t 
improve upon 
perfection.

then 
what are 

you talking 
about, 
sir?

give me a 
few hours 
and \’ll 

show you.

a few of 
these and 
couple of 

those should 
do the 
trick.     

don't 
move...don't 
move...you 

moved.  

\ really do 
love these 

things. 



\’ve rebuilt 
them! using the 
latest in robotic 
technology, \’ve 
made them better 
than they were 

before. smarter…
quicker…

and…

more 
mega? 

yes! more 
mega! good 
one, minion. \ 

shall call them 
mega brain 

bots!

my little 
squadron of 

crime fighters will 
tirelessly patrol 

metrocity twenty-
four hours a day, 
silently lurking in 

the shadows, waiting 
to pounce on all 

thieves, thugs, and 
miscreants!

that sounds 
kind of scary, 
sir, and dare 
\ say, a tad…
oppressive.

the only thing 
we’re oppressing 
is evil! from this 

day forward, the good 
citizens of metrocity 
will sleep soundly 

knowing that my mega 
brain bots will be 

watching over their 
every move.



it's only been a 
few days since 

megamind's mega 
brain bots were 

activated... ...and they're 
already making 
a difference.

in fact, overall, 
crime has dropped 

eighty percent since 
the mega brain bots 
have hit the streets! 

and later, 
stay tuned for our 
exclusive interview 

with a mysterious new 
superhero visiting 
our city--who will 
probably do more 

sightseeing than crime 
fighting now that the 
mega brain bots have 

things under 
control. and in today's 

forecast, lookout 
for random 
showers.  and now 

for the 
weather. 

way 
to go, 

megamind! 





bad 
bot! bad 

bot!

heel! 
heel! 

a city 
under siege. 

with megamind 
overwhelmed by 

the sheer tenacity 
of his good bots 
gone bad, who 
will save metro 

city?

\ have an idea, minion. if \ 
can blast the bots with 
my new electro magnetic 
pulse blaster, it should 

deactivate them. 

but 
there's too 

many of them, 
sir. and time's 

running 
out! 

we need 
to herd all of 
the bots into 
the same area, 
where \ can 

blast them all 
at once. 

maybe 
| can be of 
assistance? 



The End

thanks 
for the 
help...

the 
name's
tylly!

we could 
sure use 

someone like 
you around 
here. need 

a job?   

thanks, but \ 
have my own city 
to protect. but 

the next time you 
need help, feel 
free to call 

on me.  

and 
so ends 
another 

adventure, 
minion. 

until 
the next time, 

sir...which 
should be within 

the next five 
minutes. 

we should 
have gotten 
that costume 
character’s 

number.
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